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THERMOMETRY AND HEAT TRANSPORT WITH THE HUMAN BODY
We've all grown up with sensations of hot and cold.

You receive such

specific sensations from touching objects, but also a generalized sensation
from your environmento
also, you say:

Thus, you may say:

"This 1s hot; that is cold. II

But

III am hot (cold, clammy, chilly, etc.).11 These sensations

are judgements about thermal conditions from the psychological point of
view.
From the physical point of view, heat is transported energy; the body
is an engine which transforms chemical energy to mechanical energy, and in
doing so produces a residual amount of thermal energy from which the body
must continually divest itself in order to maintain within itself a constant
thermal environment (temperature).

This divesture of thermal energy is

accomplished by regulated heat flow (i.e., energy transported to the
surroundings by virtue of a body/surroundings temperature difference).

The

vocabulary related to this viewpoint consists of concepts such as temperature,
heat transfer, etc.
Yet another point of view describes the physiological processes by which
the body transforms energy and divests itself of the excess.

It has its own

vocabulary (basal metabolism, sweating, shivering, etc.) as well.
These observations point out that you already have had numerous experiences with heat transport processes used as regulatory mechanisms by your
body.

The purpose of this module is to discuss the physical character of

these heat transport processes.

A companion module relates these concepts

to the maintainance of a constant body temperature.
Specifically, this module examines thermometry and four fundamental
physical processes by which heat exchange occurs between body and surroundings.
This discussion, in the context of the human body system, derives physical and
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physiological correlates to the psychological perceptions of hot and cold.
It is hoped that in addition to linking the three vocabularies, this
exploration will evolve a basis for understanding your body's methods of
temperature regulation.

EXPLORATIONS IN THINKING
To begin with, try to recall your own experiences with your body's temperature regulation activities.
status of these activities.

Our temperature sensors inform us of the

Can you recall being out-of-doors on sunny

days when the air was cool, but you wore no coat because the air was still?
Then as the sun went under a cloud or the air began to stir, a jacket was
required.

By wearing proper clothing, increasing or decreasing the movement

of the surrounding air, etc., you aid your body in its quest to regulate the
rate at which its thermal energy is lost to its surroundings.

How about

those summer days when the humidity was high and it was uncomfortable to
execute simple tasks?

On another day when the temperature of the air was

comparable but the humidity lower, the same task could be done with ease.
What do these experiences have to do with your body's success in regulating
its internal temperature by appropriate thermal energy exchange with its
surroundings? What factors of environment, and how, influence the ease with
which this regulation is accomplished?
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EXPLORATION IN DOING
In preparation for the concepts introduced in this part of the module
you are encouraged to perform the following simple investigations.

These

tasks give you additional experiences which are to De utilized in subsequent readings and exercises.
A.

Body as a temperature sensor.
1.

Object temperatures.
Prepare three 1000 ml beakers half full, of ice water, water
at room temperature, and water at 40°C, respectively.

Measure

these temperatures with both mercury/glass and thermistor thermometers.

Place your left hand in the ice water and your right

hand in the warm water.

Describe the feeling of hotness or

coldness experienced over a period of two (2) minutes.
you can use a IIscale ll of one to five.
hands in the water at room temperature.

Perhaps

Now rapidly place both
What are your sensations

in each hand (again over the period of two minutes)?
2.

Cold Environmental Temperatures. *
Open the top of a chest freezer and insert your bare arm to the
cold environment.
two (2) minutes.

Allow your arm to remain there for approximately
Now repeat the experiment but first dip your arm

into room temperature water before placing it in the freezer compartment.

Compare the results of the two experiments.

Can you

list all the physical variables involved in explaining the experience?
Open the door to an upright refrigerator and wait about 1 minute
for the cold air to come out of the bottom of the refrigerator.
Repeat the above experiment.

* -optional,

if equipment available.

Are the results similar? What
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effect did the air confined in the compartment have on the
experiment?
30

Warm Environmental Temperatures. *
Preheat a large oven at about 150°F.

Open the door and carefully

insert your bare exposed hand without touching any metal.

Allow

your hand to remain in the oven for about two (2) minutes.

Now

repeat the experiment but first dip your hand into room temperature water before placing it into the oven compartment.
the results of the two experiments.

Compare

What physical variables are

involved in your explanation of the results?
B.

Measuring body temperature.
1.

Secure a mercury-in-glass ORAL body thermometer.

(These are

available in most drug stores.) Investigate the marked scale,
the glass shape, and method for reading the thermometer.

What are

the minimum and maximum scale readings on the scale? What is your
normal "under-the-tongue" body temperature in oF? What is the
equivalent temperature in °C?
2.

Locate a sensitive 1aboratory "mercury-in-gl ass" ttlermometer with
Celsius degree divisions.

Place the thermometer in contact with

the surface of your skin.

Measure the skin temperature at various

poi nts on your body.

(You ought to "cap" that part of the bul b which

is not against your skin, and therefore exposed to air, with a piece
of cotton.

Why?)

How do these temperatures compare to the internal

"under-the-tongue" temperature?
3.

Repeat #2 on someone who has just done some vigorous running.

*-optional, if equipment available.
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c.

Heat transport mechanisms.
1.

Thermal conduction.

Grasp

a thermometer bulb with
your bare fingers; with a
piece of cloth; with a wad
of cotton.

Record the

equilibrium temperature in
each case.

Obtain a foot-long

(30 centimeters) hot dog.

flM'ta :.
s-le<."e

Wrap

it, except for its ends, with
rounds of guaze or other insulation.

Pierce thermometer

holes in each end and in two
other equally, spaced locations
along its length.

(See Figure 1).

Begin to slowly heat the end of the
hot dog and observe what happens
at each location.

Make some general

statements about what you observe.
Relate your observations to what
you found out about internal/external
Figure 1
Hot dog with thermometers
and heat source.

body temperatures in (B2) and (B3).

2.

Liquid convection.
Arrange a large beaker of melting ice/water with a second, smaller
beaker of room temperature water such that the latter is irrmersed
in the former only in the region of its bottom.
Hold a thermometer in the water at the

~

(See Figure 2).

of the smaller beaker
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and observe the pattern of the cooling over a period of time.
Empty and refill smaller beaker with room temperature water but
this time stir (i.e., convect) it and compare the time pattern
of the cooling with the previous.
Are you able to explain any differences?
Note that your circulating blood is a convecting liquid.

Do these

experiences shed any light on the temperature differences before
versus after exercise noted in (B2) and (B3)?

Figure 2

3.

Radiation and gaseous convection.
Maneuver your open hand (carefully!) in the vicinity of a lighted
candle in the following manners:
(a)

Keeping to the side of the candle flame, move your hand to
and fro, varying distance from the flame.

(b)

Keeping your hand at a fixed distance (where, at the side, you
can feel comfortable warmth from the flame) now move it over
to the top.

(Again, be careful.)

What role do you think the

air plays in each case? Think of the heat flow you feel from
the sun as an additional experience in accessing the role of
the air.

(Remember, there is no air in outer space!}
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4.

Evaporation.
Secure an electric fan and compare the feeling of your hand held
in front of that fan in the following three circumstances.
(a)

Fan off.

(b)

Fan running.

(c)

Fan running and hand wet from dip in water.

You may wish to repeat these experiments using a conventional
thermometer, wrapping the bulb with a thin layer of gauze or
tissue to do part (c).

Can you recall three or four different heat transfer mechanisms?
How many independent heat transfer effects are you observing here?
Try to relate what you observe here to those past experi.ences which
\"ere conjured in the Explorations in Thinking phase of this module.

Later on in the invention phase of this module you will encounter
rather detailed accounts of thermal transport processes.

Try to

frequently refer back to these past exploration activities until
you are able to explain your observations in terms of the concepts
in those accounts.
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INVENTION

A.

Prerequisites.
Before you begin this part of the module, you should De able to:
1.

Distinguish between the terms "thermal energy" and "temperature"
by providing a written explanation of what each term represents,
by providing a basic example which illustrates your explanation,
and by using the appropriate units in the discussion.

2.

Operationally define the concept of temperature gradient as it
is used to describe the thermal transport process of conduction.

3.

Describe, for each of the heat transfer processes of conduction,
convection, and radiation, how the rate of heat flow depends upon
isolated factors (e.g. temperature gradient, surface area, etc.).

4.
B.

Distinguish between the concepts of thermal energy and heat.

Objectives.
After you have completed the content of this part of the module, you

should be able to:
1.

Describe qualitatively, the variation of skin temperature of the
human body at various locations (trunk, legs, head, etc.) compared
to the internal (core) temperature as a function of environmental
temperature.

2.

Utilize the concept of evaporation to evaluate the rate of heat
transport.

3.

Utilize the concept of conduction, convection, or radiation to
evaluate the rate of heat transport (or one of the correlative
variables) in a physical situation where any one of these processes
is involved.
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4.

Given a physical system in which more than one of the heat transport processes is possible, distinguish which of these competing
mechanisms is likely to be the dominant one under the given set
of conditions.

C.
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D.

Temperature Measurement.
One of the things that you may have noticed in performing the experi-

ments suggested in the Exploration Activity was your body's ability to
act as a heat sensor.

However, there are limitations.

For example, bath

water that feels only slightly warm to your hand may feel rather hot when
you sit down in it.

How hot does water have to be to feel hot?

doubtful that any two different people would agree.

It is

To answer this ques-

tion, we need to find some standard reproducible measures of hotness.
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Scientists have noticed that many objects change their size, shape,
color, electrical resistance, or some other readily observable property when
they are moved from a hot to a cold region.

These changes can be tabulated

and compared, thereby enabling the establishment of a scale for differing
hotness conditions.

These scale values are called temperatures.

It is known that thermal energy is transferred between objects which
have different temperatures (called heat flow).

To characterize this neat

flow, therefore, we, must measure temperatures. Now your body·s temperature
sensors change their thermal energy input into electrical signals that are
sent to the bra in.

But, whereas in your ora in these signals a Fe T'nt'€rpreted

by means of (psychological) judgements and hence are subjective and nonreproducible (recall exploration activities), other kinds of devices nave
reproducible and readily measurable responses to cnanges in temperature.
Such devices are called thermometers.

Any system whicn exhibits a physical

change in response to a change in temperature can be used as a thermometer.
Table 1 is a list of some types of thermometers presently in use.
The employment of a thermometer consists of causi.ng, (by contact, etc.)
it to exchange thermal energy via heat flow with the object to be measured.

Most thermometers are designed to change their temperature readily in response
to the thermal energy exchanged by this heat flow until tney achieve the
object (region, etc.) temperature and further heat flow ceases.

Tempera-

ture evaluation is then accomplished by measuring that thermometer's temperature-dependent physical property (volume of mercury, etc.).

The body·s

temperature sensors, on the other hand, encode neat flow and transmit
stimulus to the brain principally during the above-mentioned temperature equilibration process.

Thus we become lIused li to temperature differences, and sense

primarily temperature changes.
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TableD.l
Temperature Transducers
Physical changes in the
System with changes
Temperature

Type of
Thermometer

Typical Use

length

bimetallic strip

home thermostat

volume

liquid (mercury or
alcohol) in glass

oral health
thermometer

volume

gas (at constant
pressure)

low temperature
experimentation

pressure

gas (at constant
volume)

low temperature
experimentation

Electric Potential
between two metals

thermocouple

oven temperature
regulator

electrical resistance
(metal)

resistance

solid state oral
thermometers

electrical resistance
(semi-conductor)

thermistor

voltage regulator in
television

color

pyrometer

blast furnace
temperature

chemical-color

digital thermometer

mood jewelry

None of these devices is completely satisfactory for all uses and for all
ranges of temperatures.

You must select an appropriate thermometer by

considering such factors as cost, accuracy, temperature range, durability,
etc.
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E.

Human Body Thermometry.
Body temperature has been a monitor of health status for some time now.

The exact measurement of body temperature was not done until the middle of
the 18th century because of the sensitivity of the thermometer needed.

Up

until this time doctors utilized their sense of touch to approximate the
IITEMPERATURE II of his patient.
Modern medical thermometers are accurate devices.

Until the 1970·s

nearly all thermometers used in clinical settings utilized a small amount
of mercury in a glass capillary tube.

Because the range of body tempera-

ture is very small, these thermometers were made sensitive to changes of
only a few degrees by constructing a thin capillary tube.

To aid the reading

of this thin capillary tube the thermometer glass is made in a rounded triangular shape.
capillary tube.

Glass shaped this way magnifies the appearance of the
A cross-section of the thermometer showing this

construction is shown in Figure 3.

Figure E.3.

A cross sectional view of a typical mercury and glass
oral thermometer.

The temperature of the body varies depending upon location (interior
37°C; skin 28°- 35°C).

For medical purposes, the interior temperature

is usually of greatest importance and is usually measured under the tongue.
After removing a thermometer from a higher temperature location to room
temperature, the mercury level in a sensitive thermometer would fall to
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its room temperature level before a reading could be made, if it were not
for a small constriction in the capillary tube just above the mercury bulb.
A sketch of the capillary showing this constriction is shown in Figure

4~

Figure E4.
A typical clinical thermometer showing the constriction
just above the mercury bulb. This constriction will
allow for mercury to flow up into the capillary but
restricts the flow back into the bulb.
As the mercury expands it pushes itself into the capillary until thermal
equilibrium occurs.

When the thermometer is removed from the mouth, the

mercury will begin to lose energy and contract, but the mercury at the constriction simply breaks from this contractive pressure and the remnant in
the capillary is trapped there.

Therefore, the reading of maximum expan-

sion (i.e., temperature) is made.

A simple snap of the wrist is then used

to send the trapped mercury in the capillary back into contact with that in
the bulb.
Today, oral electrical thermometers are popular because of their quick
response.

One of these operates on the electrical resistance change in a

thermistor as temperature changes.

As the small thermistor is placed in

contact with body tissue it requires only a small amount of thermal energy
exchange to equilibrate and permit measurement of the temperature.

As micro-

electronics have been perfected, the size of the circuit elements required
for this type thermometer has been reduced allowing small pocket sized
models to be inexpensively produced.
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The skin surface temperatures which you measured (c.f. Exploration) with
a thermometer illustrate the variation in skin temperature over the body
surface.

At various environmental temperatures the skin temperature of an

unclothed person is illustrated in Figure 5.

36

26~~~~i~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
21

23

25

27

29

31

33

OPERATIVE TEMPERATURE IN

35

37

39

t

Figure E5.
Variations in skin temperature in various
environmental temperatures. T, H, U, L
are temperature data from the TRUNK, HEAD,
UPPER body, and LOWER body locations.
(Reference 3, page 79).
Note that at an environmental temperature of 34.4°C, the skin temperatures from the four skin locations are between 34.4°C and 34.9°C.

Both

above and below this temperature, the variation among locations increases.
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EXERCISE El

1.

Determine the maximum and minimum temperatures measurable with an oral
body thermometer.

Express these temperatures in

of

and in °C.

What

are the physiological limitations of maximum and minimum internal
body temperature? Are the physiological maximum and minimum refleeted in the thermometer scaling?
2.

Consider one square centimeter of skin specificaHy at ,each of the body
locations monitored in accruing the data reporte-d"'in Figure 5.

Start

with an assumed ambient temperature T = 34.5°C and state at which
a
of the four locations the greatest heat flow would occur. Do this
analysis again for one lower and then one higher ambient temperature
of your choice.

Are you able to state reasons why the particular

area, in each of these three cases, is favored for heat flow?
3.

Return to the data from the exploration activities (A.) and describe
the discrepancies between thermometer temperatures (measured) and
body sensor temperatures (judged).

Solutions or suggestions are given on the next page.

,',

~'
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EXERCISE El SOLUTIONS AND/OR SUGGESTIONS
1.

Maximum 42°C, minimum 34°C.

An internal body temperature of greater

than 41°C or less than 35° are dangerous and can cause permanent body
damage.

Note the limited range on the oral thermometer, a characteristic

of all thermometers.
2.

At Ta = 34.5°C, all surface temperatures are measured as equal to one
another and have the value Ts = Ta.
or radiation, which depend upon
thermal energy.

~T

Thus neither conduction, convection,

= Ts - Ta , are effective in removing

This leaves evaporation.

Chosing, arbitrarily, Ta = 21°C as another example, one has the largest
temperature difference

~T

= Ts - Ta at the trunk. However, this is

normally clothed, for comfort, when the ambient temperature is 21°C.
Thus the head, with the next largest

~T

value under these conditions,

is a prime site for thermal energy loss by conduction and/or convection.
At Ta = 30°C, the trunk (midriff I ) would normally be exposed, and still
has the highest value of 6T.
transfer,
3.

predomi-ria'nt~ly

Thus this is the prime site of heat

'by convection.

Pay attention to any differences between the patterns of response in
making your analysis.
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F.

Basic heat transfer mechanisms.
1.

Conduction.

Whenever there is a difference in temperature between

one side of a piece of material and its other side, heat flow takes
Below is depicted a simple rectangular piece of material in

place.

this situation.

SetA\'oti~ d,st~,~--~>
~twu.,.. \", w.-JT'I. "i ,41.-«,

AX 'S

Figure F6.
If the heat flow takes place by transport of the thermal energy through
the intervening material but without movement of the material itself,
the process is called heat conduction.

This process takes place cer-

tainly when 1> the material is a solid, but also when it is a liquid or
gas, provided that it is prevented from swirling (or blowing) around
during the transfer process.

The equation which describes the

thermal energy conducted per unit time (H d ) in this situation is
(Flo )

Here,

~T

= Tl - T2 is the difference in temperature between the

two sides and
The quotient

~X

is the separation distance between the two sides.

(~T/~X),

therefore, measures the sharpness of the tem-

perature drop along the length of the material, and is given the
special name temperature gradient.

Notice that the heat flow rate
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due to conduction is determined by this sharpness of the temperature
variation, rather than by the total difference in temperature itself.
A is the area of a cross-section of the material.

Kd is a number

which is different among different materials of the same temperature,
shape, and size, but is the same for a given material over a wide
range of temperatures, shapes, and sizes.

It is called the

coefficient of thermal conductivity of the material.
Kd (wa tts/ cmOC)

Materials-Solids

Kd(watts/cmOC)

Aluminum

2.1

Insulating Brick

Brass

1.1

Construction Brick

1.5 x 10- 3
6.3 x 10- 3

Copper

309

Concrete

Mercury

0.084

Cork

Sil ver

4.1

Glass

Steel

0.50

Wood

Materials-Metals

Hydrogen
Oxygen
Water

8.4 x 10- 3
0.4 x 10- 3

Materials-Bod,t

Materials-Fluids
Air

8.4 x 10- 3
0.42 x 10- 3

2.4 x 10- 4
1.4 x 10- 3

Muscle

2.1 x 10- 3
4.2 x 10- 3

Bone

4.2 x 10- 3

Fat

2.3 x 10- 4
5.9 x 10- 3

TABLE Fl.
Thermal coefficients of conductivity for various materials.
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EXERCISE F2.
lao

Evaluate the rate of heat flow through a glass rod which has a diameter
of 1 centimeter if one end is heated by a candle at 300°C and the other
end (of the 20 centimeter long rod) is stuck in ice water at O°C. This
glass has a coefficient of thermal conductivity Kd = 10- 2 watts/cm-oC.

lb.

In an experiment to evaluate the thermal conductivity of copper, a length
of copper wire is stuck in boiling water (100°C) and the other end is
connected to a device for measuring power delivery which is held at 20°C.
Under these circumstances the power measured for a 1 meter length of
2 rnm. diameter wire is 10-1 watts. Calculate an approximate value for
the thermal conductivity coefficient of copper based upon these experimental results.

lc.

Calculate the power delivered by heat conduction through a 1 cm. diameter
IIcomposite

rod, one-half of whose 50 cm. length is made of glass
(Kd = 8 x 10- 3 watts/cm-OC) and the other one-half of whose 50 cm. length
is made of steel (K d = 0.5 watts/cm-OC). One end is held at 500°C and the
ll

other end at -100°C.

(Hint:

The same total heat flow must pass suc-

cessively, through each half of this rod.)

This is the same type of

situation as happens with heat flow from the interior (viz. blood vessels)
of a clothed body to its environment.

The skin and air (trapped in the

porous cloth) are the two sections of material through which any outgoing
thermal energy must sequentially pass.

Figure F7.
Solutions or suggestions are given on the next page.
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EXERCISE F2. SOLUTIONS AND/OR SUGGESTIONS

Equation (Fl.) yields
Hd = (10- 2 watts/cm-OC) (0.75 cm 2 ) (300°C)
20 cm

=?

Equation (Fl.) can be solved for Kd and yields
K
d
lc.

= (10- 1 watts) (100 cm)

(7.5 x 10- 3cm 2)(80°C)

=?

Equation (Flo) must be applied twice, once to each rod half with the
consequent introduction of an unknown intermediate temperature (that
of the glass/steel boundary) Tb• The resulting two equations will contain only two unknowns (T b and Hd ) provided that the heat flow rates
in both equations are set equal to Hd • This is valid since all thermal energy from Tl region must pass first through glass side and then
~X

through steel side.

Simultaneous solution of both these equations can be

accomplished to eliminate Tb and express Hd in terms of known quantities
only.

Tg -

(25 cm.) Hd
(25 cm.) Hd
T
+T
Kg
- b Ks
s
(1g - Ts)
(25 cm.)

22

2.

Convection.

Whenever there is a temperature difference between an

an object and its surroundings, and when the intervening material
is a fluid which is free to circulate, heat flow takes place by
the continuous movement of hot fluid to the cold surroundings
(where it is cooled) and vice-versa.
t

OC\ih~
q\r //

/

j

/

/'

The

/

o

<:'t~\,,~t

SvW.. fCHE'

C! 'f'~ <\

.:),1(

A

T -=>T1-

l'

f\\

/j
q\'f

To': T,

\,

,/

Figure F8.

".

'-.

Flow diagram,for convection.

rate at which thermal energy is transferred (between the object
and its surroundings (if Tl
total surface area A.
ture difference

~T

~

T2) is determined by that object's
It also depends upon the amount of tempera-

= Tl - T2• The shape may also playa role.

Generally, the equation which relates the rate of thermal energy
transferred Hv to the temperature difference is
(F2. )

The value of the convection coefficient Kv is fixed for a given object over a wide variety of conditions (eog., temperatures, surface
areas, etc.), but may depend upon the orientation and shape of the
object and ought to be evaluated experimentally.

The number Kv is

also fixed by the circumstances of the circulatory flow of the
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surrounding medium.

If the flow takes place spontaneously (i.e.,

natural convection as in Figure 8), then

Kv has some minimum value

compared to cases where the surrounding medium is forced to
circulate (i.e., forced convection by a fan or pump, etc.).
the latter case, the

In

Kv value increases with increase in the velocity

of the fluid relative to the object.

One must tabulate this depen-

dence in a graph Or table in order for the above equation to be
useful.

o

Such a tabulation appears in Figure 9.

1

2..

3

Figure F9.
The convection coefficient, Kv ' as a function of
air velocity. (Ruch, T. C. and Patton, H. D.,
Physiology and Biophysics, W. B. Sanders Co.,
Philadelphia, 1965.)
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EXERCISE F3.
2a.

Evaluate the rate of heat flow by forced convection from an average
2
unclothed human being (A = 1.8 m and average skin temperature 33°C)
2
on a (1 m/sec) windy day for which Kv = 10 watts/m - °C and temperature T

2b.

=

20°C.

Evaluate and compare the_rate of forced convective heat flow from
three objects of the same 1m 3 total volume, but fashioned into three
different shapes:
meter.
and

2c.

~T

a sphere, a cube, and a cylinder of diameter 1

Which has the smallest heat flow.

(Assume the same value of Kv

between object and environment for all.)

Evaluate relative the heat flow rate for several cubical objects of
differing sizes by in situations with identical values of object/environment temperature difference
Kv.

~T

Let these cubes have edges

and identical convective coefficients
~,~/2, ~/4,

respectively.

Now

calculate the heat flow rate per volume for each of these cubes.
2d.

Consider the results of problems (2b) and (2c) above.

Can you draw

any reasoned conclusions from these as to why smaller animals must produce more thermal energy for every gram of their body weight just to
maintain the same internal body temperature as larger animals under
the same environmental conditions?

Solutions or suggestions are given on the next page.
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EXERCISE F3. SOLUTIONS AND/OR SUGGESTIONS

2b.

Volume, sphere

=

4n/3 r3

r = radius

Volume, cube

=

~}

,Q,

= edge

d

= diameter and h = height

Volume, cylinder

n(d/2)2 h
Surface area, sphere = 4nr 2
=

Surface area, cube

= 6,Q,2

Surface area, cylinder

= ndh

+ 2n(d/2)2

The point here is that if Kv and T are identical for each object, then
the heat flow Hv = (Kv

~T)

A differs among the objects

~

to the ex-

tent in which their surface areas differ. And since their volumes are
equal (V = 1 m3), these surface areas may each be computed using the formulae above.

Example:
3
1 m

Thus

r

= V = 4n/3 r 3
=

and
Evaluate for each object and compare.
2
AsPhere = 4.8 m
2
Acube = 6.0 m
Acylinder = 9.2 m2

(sphere)
3

( 4n) m.
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2c.

Hv = (K v ~T) A = (K v ~T) (6 ~2), for cube of edge~.
one has

=

For ~l

=

~ 2
1

~
2

~ and ~2

For ~l = ~

For fixed (6Kv ~T),

=

~/2, (H v )1/(H v )2

=

~2/(~/2)2

=

4

and ~4 = ~/4' (H v )1/(H v )4 = 16

Per unit volume, heat flow h
3
hl/h2 = 4/2 = 0.5

=

Hv/~3.

hl/h4 = 16/64 = 0.25
2d.

The weight of animals is proportional to their volume, and the heat flow,
under conditions fixed except for surface area, is proportional to their
surface area.

Thus
heat flow
weight

=

surface area
volume

But surface to volume ratio is larger for small as compared to large
objects of the same shape.
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3.

Radiation.

You know that energy is transferred from the sun to the

earth even though there is no intervening medium to conduct or convect.

This method of energy transfer is by "light" of many "colors,"

and the process is called radiation.

The sun is radiating energy as

electromagnetic waves; some are visible light but many are invisible,
~hus "colors" was placed in quotation mark~.

Unlike conduction and

convection, the radiation process occurs in the absence of a solid
or fluid medium.

Every body having any thermal energy emits part

of this energy from its surface.

This energy is called radiant

energy and is in the form of electromagnetic waves.
waves travel with the speed of light.

All of these

The waves may be absorbed by

any object which they pass through or strike.
Electromagnetic waves are produced when an atom has thermal energy.
The spectrum (i.e., distribution of energy among the various possible "colors") of radiant energy emitted by a collection of such
excited atoms depends upon the temperature of the collection.

The

electromagnetic spectrum below illustrates the broad range of
possible electromagnetic waves which can be produced.

radio
waves

mjcrowaves

infrared

<l.J

r- .jJ

..0

ultraviolet

x-rays

-rays

..s::::

'r- 0')
Ul'r'r- r-

>

FIGURE Fla.
Standing near a bonfire, your eyes are responsive to the visible radiation, but this is only a small part of the electromagnetic waves
present.

Our skin is responsive to the infrared radiation which our

eyes cannot see.

When the infrared rays strike the surface of our

skin, the molecules there begin to move in more active thermal motions
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which our temperature sensors interpret as warmth.

This example shows

how thermal energy in a bonfire is transferred over a distance; first
converted to infrared radiation, and then converted back into thermal
energy.
As was mentioned previously, all objects which have thermal energy
emit and absorb electromagnetic energy.

The amount and

distribution of the energy among the different electromagnetic waves
(viz. different "colors") is characteristic of the temperature of
the emitting surface.

The total amount of radiant energy emitted

per unit area per unit time depends upon the nature of the surface
and the temperature of the surface.

In fact, the total radiant

energy (all wavelengths, or "colors") in watts per square meter is
proportional to the fourth power of the absolute temperature of any
surface.

This relation is often written as
Er = e crT 4 ,

(F3)

where Er is in watts/m 2 , cr is the (universal) Stefan-Boltzmann constant
2 4
8
(= 5.67 x 10- watts/m OK ), e is the emissivity of the particular
surface, and T is the absolute (Kelvin) temperature.

The emissivity,

e, is a unitless coefficient which depends upon the nature of the
surface.

It varies from 1 for a perfect (black body) radiator,

to 0 for a perfect (mirror) reflector.
Equation (3) gives the radiated power per area of the surface.

The

total power radiated by a given surface requires a specification of
the surface area A, and is the simple product
H = AE = ecrAT4
r

r

CF4)
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EXERCISE F4.

3a.

Find the rate at which energy is radiated from an A = 1 m2 perfect black
body (e

1) whose temperature is 50.0°C.
constant is 5.67 x 10- 8 watt/m 2°K 4.)
3b.

=

(The Stefan-Boltzmann

Compute the rate of energy radiation of the above black body if its
temperature is doubled.

3c.

In any real system, the energy radiated by an object is accompanied by
radiant energy absorbed by that object from the radiation of its environment which is, in general, at some different temperature Ta'
Write an equation for the net heat exchange between an object and its
environment if a fraction e of the environmental radiation is absorbed
by the object.

Assume that the environment radiates as a black body

(perfect radi ator).

Note that the fraction e here. for the aosorpHon

process is the same number as the emissivity for emission.

Solutions are given on the next page.
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EXERCISE F4 SOLUTIONS AND/OR SUGGESTIONS

3a.

H

= oe T4 = (5.67 x 10-8 ) (1) (323)4 = 617 watts.

3b.

Hr

= oe T4 = (5.67 x 10-8 ) (1) (646)4 = 9872 watts.

3c.

The environmental radiation power per unit surface given by equation (3).

r

Eenvir.

= 0(1) T!

The amount of this power absorbed per unit surface by the object depends
upon that object emissivity e.
Ea = e Eenvir. = oe T4a
The net heat exchange per unit area due to radiation is simply the difference between energy absorbed and radiated.
4
4
Enet = Er - Ea = oe (T - Ta)
Finally, the total heat exchange by the object is
4
4
HR = AE net = oeA (T - Ta)

(F5.)
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4.

Evaporation.

Recall your experiences in Exploration Activity #4.

Your hand felt coolest in case (4c) when evaporation of water at the
skin surface could occur.

When an object is capable of selectively

IIsheddingll the most energetic of its molecules, then this process,
effectively, results in the lowering of the average thermal energy
(i.e., the temperature) of that object.

By analogy consider a popu-

lation whose members are subjected to an epidemic which is disproportionately fatal to older people.

The outcome is the lowering of

the average age of the surviving population.
Thus it is with, for example, an object wet with water.

The

water layer on that object's outer surface (whicn is in thermal
equilibrium with the object itself via heat conduction, and
consequently able to be considered, thermally, part of that object)
is subject to evaporation.

This is especially so if air circulating

(i.e., forced convection) around that object continually sweeps away
the humid layer formed near the surface from evaporation.

In the

evaporation process, the only molecules of water which escape (i.e.,
evaporate) are those having the highest velocities.

In fact, each

must have sufficient (viz. escape} velocity to escape the attractive
forces of the other (liquid) water molecules in the water layer.
Each water molecule escaping by evaporation removes, on the average,
about 7.2 x 10- 20 joules of thermal energy. This totals up
to 2400 joules for each gram of water evaporated.

The equation re-

lating the rate of thermal energy (HE) transferred out of the system
by evaporati on to the mass of water .0. m) evaporated in a time
interval (lit) is simply
lim
HE = l2400 joul es/gram.) fit·

(F6. )
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EXERCISE F5.

4a.

Suppose one wishes to evaporate 1 kilogram (1 liter) of water from
a boiling (T = 370 0 K) pot with the power supplied to it (500 watts)
transferred out primarily by evaporation.
dissipated by the water?

At what rate is this energy

How long must one wait for complete evapora-

tion?
4b.

In a more realistic system than the above, heat transfer takes place by
convection as well as evaporation.

Considering just these two processes,

calculate the rates of both these components of energy dissipation if
Ta = 300 o K. Again, if Ta = 350 o K. Assume area of the water is now
100 cm 2 and K = 2 watts/m 2-oK here. For which situation is evaporation

v

most important?
4c.

Now suppose that radiation is also a factor in dissipating energy from
the above system.

Calculate the three rates of energy dissipation, one

= 300 o K.

When Ta ~ 350 o K. Assume
thate = 0.5 is the average emissivity of the 100 cm 2 water surface.

for each component process, when Ta
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EXERCISE F5 SOLUTIONS AND/OR SUGGESTIONS

4a.

All the energy supplied is dissipated by evaporation.
HE

= 500 watts.

~T

= ~m (2.4 x 10

-3

J/gm)

HE
4b.

Thus

3

= (10 3 gm) (2.4 x 10
)
0.5 x 10 3 J/sec

=

4.8 x 10 3 sec.

The ambient temperature does not influence the rate of evaporation
from the boiling process.

However, less energy is available for

evaporation since
HE + Hv = 500 watts
at Ta = 300 o K, Hv = (20 watts/m 2°K) (0.01 m2) (70 0 K)
HE

= (500 - 14) watts = 486 watts.

at Ta = 350 0 K'
Hv = (20 watts/m 2°K) (0.01 m2 ) (20 0 K)
HE

4c.

= 14 watts.

=

(500 - 4) watts

=

496 watts.

at Ta

= 350 o K.

At Ta

4
= 300 o K, HR = aeA(T 4-Ta)
=

=

4 watts

Convection less important

= 3.1 watts.
Hv

= 14 watts, as in part (b)

HE

= (500 - 14 - 3.1) watts = 482.9 watts

At Ta = 350 0 K
HR = (5.67 x 10-8 ) (0.5) (0.01) [(370)4 - (350)4 J watts

= 1.06 watts
HE

=

(500 - 4 - 1.06) watts

=

494.9 watts

= 300 K and 350 o K. But
o
their difference in importance is less
- marked at Ta = 350 K.

Convection less important than radiation at Ta

0
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One may conclude that radiative transfer, as compared with convective
transfer, becomes more important at higher temperature differences
between an object and its surroundings.
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APPLICATIONS
A.

Illustrative Problem Solving
The problems in this section can be solved by selection of one or more

of the following equations:
Hd = Ka A

(~~)

(Fl.l

Hv = Kv A (T l - T2)
HR = (5.7 x 10- 8 watts/m 2°K4 )(eA)(T 4 - T!)
HE

=

A

=

A

=

(2400 joules/gram) L\m
L\t
41Tr2
6t 2

A

=

21Tr2 + 21Trh

(F2. )
(F5. )
(F6. )

Of course proper correspondences must be established between the
factors in these equations and the physical quantities described in the
following problems.

These problems are gradated in levels of difficulty.

The first are mere substitutions and the last require extensive reasoning
skills.

Consider a cylindrical container (pictured below) with a diameter of 5
cm. and a length of 60 cm.

It has a wall thickness of 0.2 cm., and is filled

with water which remains uniformly at a steady temperature of 37°C.

The

temperature of the cylinder's outer surface is uniform also, and remains steady
at a value of 29°C.

The temperature (ambient) of the surroundings is fixed

at 20°C.
..(------

(.0

c~

---.---------.-",..

2..0\:....
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1.

Select the proper equation and using it, evaluate the surface area.

2.

Select the proper equation and use it to evaluate the heat flow through
the cylinder wall, assuming that it is made of glass.

You may wish to

consult an appropriate table in the Invention Section for values needed
to solve this problem.
3.

Evaluate the amount of radiation heat flow from this cylinder to the
surroundings.

What percentage of the total heat flow from inside the

cylinder is radiated away here?
4.

Assuming that you have found, above, that not all of the heat flow from
inside the cylinder is radiated from the cylinder surface, what other
mechanism is possible?

5.

Assuming that the additional heat flow of the previous question is
convective, and using the appropriate graph from the Invention Section
of this module, evaluate the value for the conduction coefficient and
the value of the air velocity required to achieve the requisite convection to insure that all of the heat flow through the cylinder wall is
either radiated or convected to the surroundings from the cylinder
surface.

6.

Suppose that the material of the cylinder is skin (assume same thermal
properties as muscle).

Now evaluate the heat flow through the skin,

the radiation from the skin surface, the heat convection from this
surface, and the requisite value of air velocity.

You are to assume

that all temperatures remain as given in problem (1).

You may notice

that the dimensions of this cylinder are not unlike a typical human arm.
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7.

Assume that in this "model" as described in the previous problem the
temperatures are all fixed as before, but that in addition to convection
and radiation from the skin surface, evaporation of water from the arm
may take place.

Which one of the three heat processes (convection,

conduction, and radiation) described above will be affected by the
presence of this additional process at the skin surface if (repeat) the
temperatures of all parts remain the same as stated in problem (l)?
8.

Let us say that the evaporative process discussed above increases that
heat flow found to be affected by 50% of its problem (6) value.
The volume of water lost per second by evaporation in this case.
this increase the total energy loss by the cylinder or not?
then by how much.

9.

Evaluate
Does

If yes,

Body perspiration provides a similar service.

Consider another possibility.

Suppose the thermal energy loss by

evaporation may vary between zero and the value you found in problem
(8).

But instead of increasing the total energy loss from the cylinder,

this is held fixed by the readjustment of other heat flow processes.
Now in this case, which heat flow rpocesses are affected? Assume the
inner cylinder temperature remains at 37°C and the ambient temperature
at 20°C.

Is it possible for the cylinder surface temperature to remain

fixed now?
10.

Using the conditions of problem (9), construct a graph showing the relationship between this surface temperature and the evaporation rate
over that range of evaporation values given in problem (9).

Similarly,

the body's surface temperature varies due to adjustment of perspiration
rate in the interest of allowing its inner temperature to remain fixed.
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B.

Applications for the Laboratory.
1.

In the exploration exercise (Al.) you were asked to evaluate the
response of your body sensor to different temperatures.

The object

of this exercise is to make a graphical comparison between the subjective (physiological) response of the hand and the objective
(physical) stimulus of the various temperature environments to
the hand.
Either repeating (Al.) or using your former data, make a graph of
your sensor response ("feeling" on a scale of 1 to 5, with positive
values for hot and negative values for cold) versus time under the
several sets of conditions described in CAl.).
Using a metal ball fitted with a thermistor, as an objective temperature sensor which simulates the hand, stick it into the various
beakers and record the temperature (i.e., current reading) versus
time on a graph scaled comparably to the subjective temperature
graph.

This ball should have an equilibration time comparable to

the duration of the response of your hand.
What can you say about the response characteristics of the hand's
temperature sensors by comparing these sets of graphs?
2.

The object of this exercise is to "ca librate" the thermistor tbermometer which you have been given so that you can convect its current
values to Celsius degrees.

What must you do to obtain the information

necessary to allow such a conversion?
One possibility is to measure which current corresponds to which
Celsius temperature by bringing the thermistor into several different
environments with reliably known Celsius temperatures.

Starting with

40°C water stirred in a beaker, you can insert both a glass/mercury
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thermometer calibrated in Celsius degrees and the thermistor.

(Use

the IIbare ll thermistor for this rather than the ball with thermistor
attached as it will speed the equil ibration time of the thermistor.
Monitor both Celsius temperature and the thermistor current for a
range of temperatures achieved by allowing the stirred water to cool
naturally (or with a little encouragement from a few ice cubes added).
You now have the data you need to construct a procedure for converting thermistor current readings to Celsius degrees.
this procedure.
3.

(Hint:

Work out

a graph may help.)

Using the data from the IIhot dog experiment,1I Exploratory Exercise
(Cl.), evaluate the Temperature gradient between each adjacent
pair of thermometers at selected instants of time from the course
of the experiment.

Do this for three (3) instants spread over the

entire duration of the experiment.

Plot, for each one of these three

gradients, the gradient value versus its location along the length
of the hot dog.

You will have to make allowances for experimental

uncertainty in making these graphs.
Use the above data to determine the amount of thermal energy flowing
via heat conduction across each segment of the hot dog (between each
thermometer pair).

You will have necessarily as many values for each

section as you have different thermal gradient values for that
section (i.e., up to three).
For anyone instant of time, how do the values of heat flow from
section to section compare with one another? What can you say about
the agreement or lack thereof in this comparison? Was your hot dog
ever in thermal equilibrium?
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4.

Use the calibrated thermistor thermometer to make temperature
measurements over a body, at different specific locations.

Pay

special attention to the problems of reproducibility.
As an option, you may wish to subject the test person to either
change of environment (e.g., sitting outside for awhile) or change
in level of physical activity (e.g., strenuous exercise).

There-

after you can (quickly) repeat the distributed temperature measurements at different body locations and compare with the originals.
How have you handled the reproducibility problems? Were there any
surprises in the pre/post change comparison?

